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COMPLETE SPECIFICATION

Improvements in or relating to Key Filing Devices
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I, ScipioNE Roger Manzardo, of Svriss

nationality^ of 4, Scbwanenplatz, Lucerne,
Switzerland, do hereby declare the invention,
for which I pray that a patent may be gran-
ted to me, and -the methcd by which it is to
be perfonr.ed, to be particularly described in
and by the following statement:

—

This invention relates to key filing devices.

According to the present invention; there is

provided a key filing device comprising a
panel formed with a plurality of spaced apart
and substantially parallel slots so that, when
the panel is disposed in a normal substantial
vertical position, the slots will esctend sub-
stantially horizontally, a plurality of key-?up^
ports each constimt^i of a single piece of
material and having a body pordon adapted
to r;xcivc a key-identification label, at least

one clamping member projecting rearwardly
from said body pordon, and a key hook pro-
jecting forwardly from the base of said lM)dy
portion, said key supports being removably
fixed to said panel by engagement of sdd
clamping members with an edge of at least one
selected one of the slots, the construction of
said clamping members being such as to
enable the fcey-supports to be attached to and.
removed fromi the panel substantially in a
direction at right-angles to the plane of said
panel.

For a better understanding of the inven-
tion, several embodiments thsrecrf will now be
described, by way of example, with reference
to 'the accompanying drawings, in which:

—

Figure 1 is a front view of a key filing

device according to a first enubodiment.
Figure 2 is a horizontal section taken on

the line II—II of Figure 1,

Figure 3 is a vertical section taken on the
Hne in—in of Figuie 1,

Figure 4 is a front view on a larger scale of
a key-support.

Figure 5 is a side view of the said key-
support,

Figure 6 is a plan view of the key-support 45
according to Figure 4,

Figure 7 shows in similar representation to
Figure 4, a modified form of fcey-support.

Figure 8 iUuaxates in fgiTnilar lepiesema-
ricn, another form of key-suppoit, 50

Figure 9 is a side view of the key-support
of Figure 8, as attached to a plate shown in
vertical section.

Figure 10 is a vertical section of part of
a plate or panel adapted for the reception 55
of key-supports according to Figure 4 to 7,

Figure 11 is a side view of a further form
of a Icey-support as engaged with a panel
shown in vertical section,

Figuise 12 is a shnilar lepresentation of still 60
further fcum of a key-'si^^jpatt and assodaced
panel.

Figure 13 is a front view of a flat key
fitted with an identification and suspension

Figure 14 is a vertical section timnig^ the
cap illustrated in Figure 13,

Figure 15 is a vertical section of a key
cabinet, .taken oa the line XV—XV of Figure
16, and iUusttating anodier embodiment, 70
Figure 16 is a seotional view on the line

XVI—XVI of Kgure 15,
Figure 17^ illustrates the key cabinet as

opened and in hmizontal section on the Hne
XVn—XVn of Figure 16, 75

Figure IS illustrates in perspective view
another erobodiment ci a key cabinet with
door opened.

Figure 19 is a horizontal secticm* of che
cabinet of Figune 18 with door partly closed, 80

Figure 20 is a detail view of a single one
of the members, which are assembled to form
the key panel provided in the cabinet accords
ing to Figures 18 and 19,

Figure 21 is a front view of another em- 85
bodiment with a key panel made up of several
shnilar parts> togjcther with a frame keeping
these parts asranbled,
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Figuie 22 is a vcidcal sscdon on the line

XXII—XXn of Figure 21>
Figure 23 shows a detail in cross-sscdon on

the line XXIH—XXHI of Figure 21, but

5 on a larger scale with respect thereto,

Figuie 24 represents a single side member
cf the frame according to Figures 21 and

22, on a larger scale and pardy in longitudinal

secticn.

10 Referring mere particularly to Figures 1

through 3, the arrangement for keeping or

filing keys comprises similarly designed panels

30 made of she-t-mrtal plates or odier

mareriaL Eadi cf said panels is provided with

15 a plurality cf horizontal slots 31 arranged in

spaced relation one over another. Key-sup-

pcrts 32 are removably and displaceably en-

gaged over ths top edge of the panel 30

ard on the lower edges of the slots 31. The
20 design of the key-supports 32 is shown- more

clcrely in Figure 3 through 6.

Each' of the key-supports 32 includes a body

poruon which fornrs a label-holder 33, a key

suspension hoclc 34 projecting fcrwardly from
25 the bcttcm- of the label-holder, and a clamping

part or member which projects rearwardly

frcmi the label-holders. All these parrs 33, 34,

35 cf the key-support are constituted of a

single piece cf sheet-metal or other suitable

30 material. The clamping part 35 at the rear

of the holder 33 ccirprises a tab which ex-

tends rearwardly from the upper edge of tte

label-holder and is bent downwardly to define

a resilient hook adapted fricdonally and re-

^5 njcvably to grip &e top edge of the panel

30 or Ae lower edge of a transversal slot 31

as shown in Figures 1 and 2. By the resilient

acticn cf tie damping part 35, the panel 30

will be damped between the clamping part

40 35 and the back of the label-holder or body

portion 33 of eadi key-support 32. The hooks

34 cf the key-supports 32 can receive ei^er

a bit key, or a flai key having a handle whidi

is formed, as is usually the case, with a hole

45 which can be engaged over a hook 34. Into

the label-holder 33 a designation strip or

plate 36 may be removably and changeably in-

serted The plate or strip 36 may carry a

numeral or other identification mark of die

50 key bdonging to the respective key-support

32.

To suitably identify the keys diemsdves,

it is preferable for the handle of each key to

be covered with a cap 40 of elastically stretdi^

55 able material, say, rubber. The cap 40 is flat

and, by reason cf its elasticity, it may be

easily engaged over key handles of any

appropriate form and size, cspedally over

handles cf bit keys and flat keys. The cap

60 40 has at its tcp, an extension 41 formed

with an eye 42 for engagement by the sus-

pension hook 34. Moreover, said extension 41

has on one side a cam-like projection 43

which permits of easily recognizing the proper

65 inserted position of the key and is particularly

adapted, for instance, to be felt in the dark.

The flat wall or disc at one side of the cap
40 has a pocket 44 with) a narrow opening

which is accessible from below and into

which the designation plate 45 may be re- 70

movably and diangeably inserted. Through
a window 46 a portion cf the designation plate

45 and a mmierai or ether identification mzrk
apphed thereto is visible. Advantageously both

strips or plates 36 and 45 respectively of the 75

key-support 32 and the cap 40 cf the related

key, are marked in the same v/ay.

The caps 40 of different keys may have dif-

ferent cofcurs, for instance, the keys of dif-

ferent floors of a building or of difiPerenc de- 80

partments of a factory may in each case be

furmshed with a cap or a certain d^nite
colour in order to distinguish the keys more
easily.

The panels 30 are fitted wkh holding means 85

50, 51 for a removable and changeable index

52 listing aE the keys being kept on die

respective panel.

According to Figs. 1 and 2, two panels 30
arranged in superposed relation are intetccn- 90

nected by two latsral straps 55 which arc

secim^ by screws 56 to one panel 30 and/or

the other. The same screws 56 are also used

for uniting the panels 30 in side^by-side

arrangement. Between the panels overlying 95

each other there is a space which permits of

clamping the key-supports 32 to the top edge

<^ the lower pands.

The aforedescribed arrangement involves

the great advantage that at all tim es it may be 100

readily suited to the requirements. The num-
ber and airangement of the key-supports 32
on each pand 30 may be diosen as desired,

for instance so as n> permit of easy reference

to a certain group of keys, or that keys as 105

much as possible can be hung up on a panel.

According to requiremems, only a single one
of the ponds 30 may be used or any number
thereof be connected to each ocher in the

desired arrangement as described- The panels 110

30 may, for instance, be attached to a wall

of a buUding or within a cabinet.

Fig. 7 shows a modified form' of a key-

sappcrt 60 whidu is distinguished from- the

key-suppoiit 32 only in that, in place of a 115

single damping part 35 there are now pro-

vided two smaller clamping parts 61, each

bent down at the back of the labd-boider 33.

Figs. 8 and 9 again illustrate another fosm
of embodiment cf a key-support 65. In this 120

case, the clamping parts 66 are punched out

of the material of the label-holder or body
portion 33 and bent to the back thereof. The
two clamping parts 66 arc disposed one over

the otiier, resilient from each other. Fig. 9 125

also shows, how the key-support 65 is re-

movably clamped to the panel 67. The two
damping parts 66 resiliently engage the upper

and lower edges of a transversal slot 68 iu
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the panel 67, snapping in thercbehind. Accor-

ding to Fig. 9, the two longitudinal edgss of

.tbe slot 68 are offset to the rear, which^ how-
ever, need not necessarily be the case.

5 Fig. 10 shows another design of a trans-

versal slot 70 in a panel 71. The lower longi-

tudinal edge 72 of the slot 70 is cranked to

the front of the panel 71, in order further to

facilitate the claroping of the key-supports 32
10 (Figs. 4—6) or the key-suppoits 60 (Fig. 7)

to the longitudinal edge 72.

According to Fig. 11, a key-support 75 is

prcvided with two clamping parts 76 which
are arranged at the top and bottom of the

15 label-holder or body portion 33 and are

bent to the rear thereof. The two clamping
parts 76 resiliently engage the neighbouring

longitudinal edges of two slots 77 which are

provided in a panel 78 a comparadvely shght

20 distance apart.

The key-suppcrt 80 shown in Fig. 12 also

has two clamping elenrents 81 which are dis-

pored at the top and bottcmi of the labdr-

hold:r or body portion 33. The clamping

25 parts 81 are hook-shaped and embrace two
neighbouring edges 82 and 83 of two trans-

versal slots 84 and 85. Both said edges 82 and
83 are cranked to the front out of the plans

of the panel 86 in which the slots 84 and 85
30 arc formed. The key-support 80 can be pushed

in a direaion longitudinally of the slots 84,

85 onto the edges 82, 83 and can be with-

drawn therefrom.

In all aforcdcscribed forms of the key-sup-

35 ports, th-er » can be put on the respective

panel singly or independendy of each other,

and can be laterally displaced or withdrawn.

The key cabinet shown in Figs. 15—^17 in-

cludes for instance a sheet-metal casing 90
40 closable by a door 92 hinged to the casing at

91. The rear wall 93 of tbe casing 90 is

arranged to form a key panel, the rear wall

being provided widi a plurahty of horizontal

slots 94 adapted to engage clamping engage-

45 ment of key-supports 32 or 60 or 65. In order

to increase the capacity of the cal»net, two
additional panels 95 and 96 axe provided,

these panels facing each other with their backs

and being coimected to each other a certain

50 distance apart by means <rf spacer boks 97.

Each of said panels 95, 96 has several trans-

versal slots 98 adapted to enable damping
ensagement of key-supports 32 or 60 or 65.

These key-supports, when clamped to the

55 sides of the panels 95 and 96 arc directed away

from each other, as shown in Fig. 16. One
panel 95 is mounted on links 98 so as to

jrwivel about vertical axes, the links 98 being

in turn swivable about other vertical axes and

60 arranged at the top and bcttcmi of the casing

90. Thus, with door 92 opened, it is possible

to turn .the two panels 95, 96 out of the casing

80 and to swivel them through more than

180 degrees. In this way, easy access may be

gained to the key-supports or keys at the rear 65
panel 96. In Fig. 17 the .i)anfils 95, % axe

shown as partiaHy swivelled.
.

From Figs, 15—17 it may be seen diat

ths casing 90 is fitted with two pairs of bushes

99, each intended for taking a pin of th& 70
linis 98. One pair of the busies 99 is situa-

ted at the hft and the other at die right side-

wall of the casing 90. Thus the links 98 may
be selecdvely supported in the budtes of one
pair or the other to permit of the panels 95, 75
96 being swung out o^ the casing 90 eitber to

'the left or to the rigfht.

The interspace betw^n the two panels 95,

95 may serve for accommodating a key index

which, for die user, is subscandally hidden 80
frami view.

The described key cabinet may be either

suspended on a wall or let into a walL

Figs. 18 and 19 ^ow another fonn of em-
bodiment of a key cabinet. The casing there- 85
of comprises a francBe formed, for example, of

wood and including two side battens 101, 102,

a bo»rtom batten 103 and a top batten 104.

Tbe side battens 101, 102 are each provided

with an inside groove 105. The top batten 90

104 has a throughgcong slot 106 which opens

at its two ends into the grooves 105. Throu^
the slot 106 a key panel is inserted into the

grooves 105. The key panel includes several

equal substantially rectangularly shaped parts, 95
each possessing at one edge two projecdons

108, as shown particularly iit Fig. 20. The
parts 107 ate fitted into the frame 101—104,

wkh the projections 108 pointing upwards.

The second and the following members rest 100

with Aeir lower edge upon the projections 108
of the directly underlying member 107 so as

to foimi horizontal slots 109 between the suc-

cessive members 107, enabling the key-sup-

ports 32 or 60 to clamping^Ly engage the top 105

edge of each member 107.

A door 110 for closing the key cabinet has
a frame comprisiDg side battens 111, 112, a

bottom batten 113 and a tap battai 114. The
door is hinged (at 118) to the frame 101—104 110

of dre casanffi The vertical frame battens 111,

112 aie provided with inside grooves 115, and
the 4?op baitten 114 has a slot 106 which opens
at ks ends into the grooves 115. If on the
panel, made up of the mamhers 107, there is 115
not enou^ space for the key-supports 32
and die keys ito be hung up, the capacity of

the cabinet may he doubled by inserting

through the silot 116 other mexcdTers 107
a second key panel which can. also take si^ 120
pom for keys.

The described key cabinet is particularly

suitable for the household. The subdivisioni

of the key panels into several identical mem-
bers 107 has dae advantage diat the same 125
members may also be used for higher cabi-

nets. Alternatively it is possible to have thss^

individual memtbers 107 designed differendy

high so that the distances apart of horizou'r
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tal slots 109 may be determined at will to s\iit

the length cf thz fcsys to be hung up.
The arrangement shown, in Figs. 21

—

24
includes a key panel also composed cf several

5 mnnbsrs 120. According to Fig. 21, these

members 120 are each provided at th^ bottOTi
with two prcjections 121 which rest on die top
edge o? the directly underlying member 120
so as to define a slot 122 between two con-

10 sjcutive members. In addition, each mianber
120 is also formed with a horizontal slot 123.
Beth the top edges of the members 120 and
the bottom longitudinal edges of the slots

123 may have k^-supports 32 or 60 damped
15 thereto. The members 120 are kept assembled

by a frame comprising a bottczn stirnip 125,
a top sdrrap 126 and a plurality of veidcal
side pieces 127. The latter are all of the same
design and agree in lengidi with the vertical

20 dimension of the various members 120 of the
paneL Eadi of the veitical pieces possesses at

one end a tenon 128 and at the other end a
suitable recess 129. Similarly, the stirrup

limbs of the top part 126 have pins or tenons
25 1283 and the stirrup Ihnbs of iths: bottom part

125 have recesses 129. The tenons or pins
128 are fitted into the recesses 129 of the
neighbouring parts 125, 126, 127 and secured
from slipping out by msans of lateral clamp*

30 ing screws 130. The side pieces 127 and the
vertical limbs of the stirrup 125 are provided
with a longitudinal groove 131 for engage-
ment by the vertical edges of the pand. ment-
bers 120, as distinctly shcjwn in Rg. 23.

35 The described arrangement according to
Figs. 21

—

24 has the advantage that it may
be increased at any time by inserting fiffthar

pand members 120 and lateral pieces 127 as
desired to enable a larger number of keys to be

40 filed. It is possiWe to use tte syscem' at first

with a single pan^el member 120 only. In such
case no lateral pieces 127 are needed and the
tenons or pins 128 of the top sdrrup 126 are
fitted direct into the recesses 129 of the bct-

45 torn stirrup 125.

If the fram'S 125—^127 is suspended or
swivably mounted in such a way as to render
the panel formed of the members 120 acces-

siWe from cither side, the key-supports 32
50 may be put cn both sides of the panel, by

ha\'iDg them, on one side thereof, clamped to

the top edge of the panel members 120, and
the key-supports on the other side clamped
to the lower kmgitadinal edge of the slots

55 122.
Obviously, instead of manufacturing the

frame members 125—127 of sc^d bar material

it is also possible to have them made of tub-

ing.

60 WHAT I CLAIM IS:—
1. A key filing device comprising a panel

fonned with a plurality of spaced apart and
substantially parallel dots so that, when the

pand is disposed in a normal substantial ver-

65 tical position, the slots will esrtend substan-

tially horizcataEy, a plurality of key-supports
each constituted cf a single piece ci material
and having a body portion adapted to receive

a key-identification label, at least one clamp-
ing memtsr projecting rearwardly from said 70
body portion, and a key hook projecting for-
wardly from the base of said body portion,
said key-supports being removably fixed to
said panel by engagement of said clamping
miembers with an edge of at lea!?t one selected 75
one of the slots, 'the construction of said
clamping mem<bexs being such as to enable
the key-supports to be attached to and re-
moved from the panel substantially in a direc-

tion at right-angles to die plane of said pand. 80
2. A key filing device according to Claim

1, wherein said clampii^ member of each of
the key-supports comprises a tab formed at

the upper edge of said body portion and ex-
tending rsarcTardly, then downwardly there- 85
from to define, with said body portion, a hook
adapted frictionally and removably to grip the
lower edge of a slot in- the panel.

3. A key filing device according to Qaim 1,

wherein said cl^nping member of each of the 90
key-supports comprises a pair of tabs formed
at die upper and the lower edge of said body
prticn and extending rearwardly, first diverg-
ing and then converging, said tabs being
adapted frictionally and removably to grip die 95
•two edges cf a selected one cf the slots.

4. A key filing device according to Cfoim 1,

wherein said clamping member of each of the
key-supports comprises a pair of tabs formed
at the upper and the lower edge of said body 100
portion and extending, first converging and
then diverging, said tabs being adapted fric-

tionally and removably to grip an edge of two
consecutive ones of the Sots.

5. A key filing device according to any one 105
of the preceding claims, wherein said panel
is constituted of a plurality of planary sections
having said slots therebetween, each cf said
sections being substantially cf rectangular
form and having projections which rest against 110
one edge cf the adjacent section, whereby
contiguous edges of adjacent sections define
the slots dierebatweeiu

6. A key filing device according to any one
of the preceding claims, wherein the panel 115
comprises various members or sections which
engage in grooves cf a frame so as to keep
said memiber or section assembled.

7. A key filing device according to Oaim
6, whierein the frame is a component part 120
of a key cabinet.

8. A key filing device according to Oaim
6, i^erein the frame has vertiod baittens com-
posed cf various pieces, the length of which
ccrrespoads to die height the various 125
members of the panel.

9. A key filing device according to Claim
1, wherein the panel includes holding means
for a removable and changeable key index,
said means bring integral with the panel. 130
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10. A key filing device accordmg to Claim
1^ wherein the panel, on both sides, is pro-

vided with key-supports-

11. A k^y filing device according to Qaim
10, whsrein the panel constitutes an inter-

mediate wing becwsen a door and a rear

wall of a key cabinet, swivably supported! on
links about venical axes, said limbs being
in turn swivable about verdcal axes within

the cabinet so that, with open cabinet do<»-,

the panel may be swung through at least 180
degrees.

12. A key fih'ng device according to Qaim

9, wherein the panel consists of two plates

facing each cthsr with thsir backs and inter-

connected so as to leave thsrebatween a space
serving to take a key index.

13. A key filing device substantially as
hereinbefore described with reference to any
onz cf the embodtmients iUustcated in die
acomipanying drawings.

HASELTINE, LAKE & CO,,
28, Somhampiton Buildings,

Chancery Lan^
London, W.C2,

Agents for die Applicant.
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